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ABSTRACT
This paper exhibits a comprehensive review and assessment of the most recent research and advancement of Plug - In Hybrid Vehicles (PHVs). Vehicle weight, power, and footprint are three important design parameters that help determine a vehicle's CO₂ emissions and fuel economy. A Plug-In Hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is a sort of hybrid electric vehicle that consolidates a petroleum or diesel engine with an electric engine and a vast battery that can be revived by plugging into an electrical outlet or electric vehicle charging station. Traditional half and half cars have an electric motor and battery, yet get all their power from gasoline or diesel. PHEVs utilize around 30 to 60 percent less gasoline than ordinary vehicles. The sales of hybrid vehicles and the number of hybrid models have risen consistently. This paper exhibits how plug-in Hybrid vehicle can be utilized for optimum fuel efficiency, ultra low emissions and superb performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Electric Cars (EVs or electric vehicles) come in various types for different usage scenarios, similar to short local trips or a long day drive. The different categories of electric vehicles are on the All Electric, Hybrid and Plug-In Hybrid. All electric vehicle are 100% electric and 100% without gasoline.

Plug-in hybrids give the fuel-and cost-efficiency of hybrid models alongside the every electric ability of battery-electric or fuel-cell vehicles. Some PHEVs can travel in excess of 70 miles on electricity alone and under ordinary driving conditions, store enough electricity to cut their petroleum use.

Conventional Vehicles have fuel tank which supplies petroleum or diesel to the engine, the engine at that point turns a transmission, which turns the wheels.
In electric-powered vehicles, they have an arrangement of batteries that gives electricity to an electric motor, the motor turns a transmission, and after that it turns the wheels.

**METHODOLOGY:**
The first step in the analysis involved collecting and verifying PHEV sales and fuel efficiency data since the vehicles initially entered the U.S. market. Nobody source was found that contains a complete list of annual sales by year for each type of PHEV accessible at the time of this analysis, so we utilized various data sources to collect the required data. Multiple sources were additionally used to check the accuracy of the sales data and fuel economy data.

**VARIOUS TYPES OF HYBRID VEHICLES AVAILABLE ARE:**

1. **Series hybrid vehicles:**

   ![Chevrolet Volt-Series Hybrid](image1)

   Figure 1: Chevrolet Volt-Series Hybrid

2. **Series Parallel hybrid vehicles:**

   ![Ford Escape-Series Parallel Hybrid](image2)

   Figure 2: Ford Escape-Series Parallel Hybrid

3. **Parallel hybrid vehicles:**
EMISSION BY HYBRID VEHICLES
EVs and PHEVs running just on electricity have zero tailpipe emissions plus, having an electric motor and battery is eco-friendly. Yet, emissions might be delivered by the source of electrical power, for example, a power plant. Atomic and hydroelectric plants are cleaner than coal-fired power plants, as per the U.S. Division of Energy (DoE).

In geographic areas that utilizing generally low-polluting energy sources for electricity generation, PHEVs and EVs regularly have a well-to-wheel emissions advantage over comparative conventional vehicles running on petrol or diesel. In areas that depend heavily on conventional fossil fuels for electricity generation, PHEVs may not exhibit a well-to-wheel emissions advantage.

FUEL ECONOMY OF HYBRID VEHICLES
The Argonne National Laboratory ran a side-by-side comparison of hybrid and conventional vehicles over their whole life cycle, which incorporates vehicle production, vehicle activity and the energy required to produce fuel for both cars. In the event that you expect that the two vehicles travel 160,000 miles (257,495 kilometers) over their lifetime, the conventional vehicle requires 6,500 Btu of energy per mile compared to 4,200 Btu for each mile for a hybrid. As per Burnham, A (2006),the higher energy input results in far more noteworthy lifetime greenhouse gas emissions for conventional vehicles contrasted with hybrids, in excess of 1.1 pounds (500 grams) per mile contrasted with 0.75 pounds (340 grams) per mile.

Yet, there is a interesting side note to the hybrid vs. conventional debate by Green(2010). Hybrid carmakers like Toyota are set to release a new breed of plug-in hybrids. Equipped with a greater battery pack, these hybrid can be plugged into the wall like an electric car, giving an additional 10 to 20 miles (16 to 32 kilometers) of zero emissions driving before the gas engine kicks in. Toyota expects to sell 20,000 to 30,000 units of its 2011 Plug-in Prius -- and more in the coming years.
GROWTH IN PRODUCTION AND SALE OF HYBRID VEHICLES

Each new generation of the Toyota Prius hybrid has conveyed around a 10% efficiency improvement while at the same time decreasing costs, expanding vehicle size, engine power, and electric motor power, and multiplying consumer features. The purple line in figure 5 illustrates reductions in Prius hybrid system cost in view of changes in the motor propulsion system and the Prius list cost versus the cost of a similarly prepared Corolla, without considering efficiency improvements. Costs fell almost 5% every year from 2000 to 2010, right in accordance with the rate of reduction from 2010 to 2013 (green line) as determined by the consultancy FEV. In the event that Toyota keeps on accomplishing a similar rate of change in succeeding Prius generations, or if newer types of hybrid systems that are in considerably prior stages of engineering development can repeat that rate of improvement, full-work hybrid system costs will be sliced down the middle before 2025. Furthermore, that projection does not consider modest hybrid system size and cost decreases related with future vehicle light weighting; for instance, 10% decreases in weight would reduce hybrid system cost by about 5%. That the potential exists to keep up this rate of decrease is proposed by the accelerating development of improved designs and better, lower cost hybrid subsystems. Another promising measurement is the advancement of mild-hybrid systems, which will probably give one-half to two-thirds the fuel efficiency advantages of full-function hybrids at less than half the cost.
Figure 5: Historic Manufacturing Cost

Toyota presented the first modern production hybrid, the Prius, in Japan in 1997, and Honda and Toyota introduced hybrids with the U.S. in 1999 and 2000. Toyota dominates the U.S. hybrid market, with 66% of sales in 2014. Ford was second, with 14% of the market. The two producers utilize a similar hybrid powertrain design, an input power-split system. It is recognized by the utilization of two large electric motors and a planetary gear system instead of the customary transmission. Since Toyota, specifically, has come to overwhelm the U.S. market so completely, when individuals discuss half and hybrids they now and again mean this system specifically.
The Toyota Prius hybrids have delivered around a 10% efficiency improvement with each new generation, while simultaneously reducing costs, expanding vehicle estimate, engine power, and electric motor control, and multiplying features. This was accomplished primarily by learning in information from Toyota Technical Center. Toyota based upon the best features of each design to improve the next design, with both better hardware and better integration and control of the various hybrid components.

FUEL CONSUMPTION REDUCTION

Hybrid systems can reduce fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions by up to 35%, equal to in excess of a half increment in fuel economy. The exact decrease changes with the sophistication of the hybrid system. The decrease can likewise be hard to evaluate if there is definitely not a specifically practically identical non-hybrid vehicle. This second point is represented by the most complete investigation to date, an October 2014 examination done by the consultancy Vincentric, which contrasted 31 hybridsto the closest non-hybrid vehicle.
MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY OF HYBRID AND PLUG-IN ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Maintenance and Safety of Hybrid and Plug-In Electric Vehicles (HEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are like those of ordinary vehicles, while every electric vehicle (EVs) require less maintenance. Manufacturers are designing these vehicles and publishing guides with maintenance and safety in mind.

Maintenance Comparison

Since HEVs and PHEVs have internal combustion engines, maintenance requirements are like those of ordinary vehicles. The electrical system (battery, motor, and associated electronics) ordinarily requires minimal scheduled maintenance, and brake systems generally last longer than those on customary vehicles as a result of regenerative braking.

EVs normally require less maintenance than conventional vehicles because:

• The battery, motor, and associated electronics require little to no regular maintenance
• There are less fluids to change
• Brake wear is altogether decreased because of regenerative braking
• There are far less moving parts in respect to a conventional gasoline engine.

Commercially available electric-drive vehicles must meet the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards and experience the same thorough wellbeing testing as regular vehicles sold in the United States. The exemption is neighborhood electric vehicles, which are liable to less-stringent measures since they are normally restricted to low-speed roadways as determined by state and local regulations.

HEVs, PHEVs, and EVs have high-voltage electrical systems that commonly go from 100 to 600 volts. Their battery packs are encased in fixed shells and meet testing principles that subject batteries to conditions, for example, overcharge, vibration, extraordinary temperatures, hamper, shoot, impact, and water inundation. Manufacturers design these vehicles with protected high-voltage lines and security includes that deactivate the electrical system when they identify a crash or short out. EVs have a tendency to have a lower focus of gravity than regular vehicles, making them more stable and less likely to roll over.
Emergency response for electric-drive vehicles isn't significantly different from that of ordinary vehicles. Electric-drive vehicles are planned with cutoff changes to isolate the battery and disable the electric system, and all high-voltage electrical cables are plainly assigned with orange shading.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper concluded that Hybrid and Plug-In Hybrid vehicles are gaining attention along with the rapid rise of petroleum prices since 2002 has come a renewed interest in energy costs and energy security. This is a positive trend, as it demonstrates that makers and providers are additionally searching down the correct level of hybridization with the best payback for the customer, despite the fact that lack of cost information on these new systems makes it more hard to comprehend what the genuine cost differential is for hybrids against ICEs.
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